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Abstract—Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) promises
an isolated execution environment, protected from all software
running on the machine. A significant limitation of SGX is its
lack of protection against side-channel attacks. In particular,
recent works have shown that transient-execution attacks can
leak arbitrary data from SGX, breaching SGX’s confidentiality.
However, less work has been done on the implications of such
attacks on the SGX ecosystems.
In this work we start from CacheOut, a recent confidentiality
attack on SGX, which allows the retrieval of an enclave’s
memory contents. We show how CacheOut can be leveraged
to compromise the confidentiality and the integrity of a victim
enclave’s long-term storage. By using the extended attack against
the Intel-provided and signed architectural SGX enclaves, we
retrieve the secret attestation key used for cryptographically
proving the genuinity of enclaves over the network, allowing us
to pass fake enclaves as genuine. Finally, we analyze the impact
of our attack on two proposed SGX applications, the Signal
communication app and Town Crier, an SGX-based blockchain
application.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) are architectural
extensions, recently introduced in commodity processors,
which collectively provide strong security guarantees to software running in the presence of powerful adversaries. TEEs’
promise to allow secure execution on adversary-controlled
machines has spawned many new applications [57, 76, 84,
98, 100], both in academia [7, 8, 11, 18, 24, 27, 38, 78, 98]
and industry [1, 2, 4, 22, 25, 39, 60, 63, 80]. Whereas several
TEEs have been proposed (e.g., ARM’s TrustZone [6, 70, 75]
or AMD’s Secure Encrypted Virtualization [53]), the currently
prevailing x86 TEE implementation is Intel’s Software Guard
eXtensions (SGX) [20].
To support private and secure code execution, SGX provides
isolated execution environments, called enclaves, which offer
confidentiality and integrity guarantees to programs running
inside them. While SGX’s security properties strongly rely
on the processor’s hardware implementation, SGX removes
all other system components (such as the memory hardware,
the firmware, and the operating system) from the Trusted
Computing Base (TCB). In particular, SGX ensures that the
processor and memory states of an enclave are only accessible
to the code running inside it and that they remain out of reach
to all other enclaves and software, running at any privilege
level, including a potentially malicious operating system (OS),
and/or the hypervisor. At a high level, SGX achieves these
strong security guarantees by encrypting enclave memory
and protecting it with a secure authentication code, making
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the associated cryptographic keys inaccessible to software.
Finally, SGX provides a remote attestation mechanism, which
allows enclaves to prove to remote parties that they have been
correctly initialized on a genuine (hence, presumed secure)
Intel processor.
Notwithstanding its strong security guarantees, SGX does
not protect against microarchitectural side channel attacks.
As acknowledged by Intel, “SGX does not defend against
this adversary” [46, Page 115] arguing that “preventing side
channel attacks is a matter for the enclave developer” [45].
Starting with the controlled channel attack [94], numerous
works have demonstrated side channel attacks on or from
SGX enclaves [10, 21, 23, 32, 67, 91, 92]. Foreshadow [85]
and following transient-execution attacks [17, 56, 79, 86, 87],
demonstrated the capability of recovering contents from within
the enclave’s memory space.
Recognizing the danger, Intel released several patches, CPU
microcode updates, and even new architectures designed to
mitigate SGX side channel leakage via transient execution.
However, the fix for TSX Asynchronous Abort (TAA) [44, 88],
released in November 2019, was shown to be insufficient [79,
89, 90]. In particular, the CacheOut attack demonstrated the
capability to leak SGX data by first evicting the data from the
cache and then using TAA to recover it.
While CacheOut shows the ability to steal data from
enclaves, it stops short of investigating the implications of
this leak on the security of the SGX ecosystem. Given the
increasing adoption of SGX as an alternative to heavyweight
cryptographic protocols [2, 18, 31, 63, 98], there is clear
danger in deploying SGX-based protocols on current Intel
machines. With several SGX-based works aiming to offer
some security guarantees even in the presence of information
leakage, in this paper we ask the following questions:
What are the implications of information leakage from enclaves on the security of the SGX ecosystem? In particular, can
SGX-based protocols maintain their strong security guarantees
in the presence of side channel attacks?
A. Our Contributions
In this work we show that the security of the SGX ecosystem completely collapses, even in the presence of all currentlypublished countermeasures. Specifically, we test CacheOut on
a fully updated machine, including a dedicated GPU to avoid
Intel’s Security Advisory SA-00219 [47], the latest SGX SDK
and Intel-signed enclaves for mitigating LVI [86], and all
of the countermeasures and microcode updates required to

mitigate TAA [44, 79, 88], PlunderVolt [69], Zombieload [79],
RIDL [87] and Foreshadow [85]. We show that despite activating all countermeasures, CacheOut [90] can effectively dump
the contents of SGX enclaves.
Moreover, we show that CacheOut does not need to execute
code within the enclave to dump its contents. Instead, it
works while the enclave is completely idle. Thus, the attack
bypasses all software-based SGX side-channel defenses, such
as constant-time coding and countermeasures that rely on
enclave code for ensuring protection [16, 26, 71, 77, 81].
Breaking the Integrity of Sealed Data. Next, going beyond
attacks on SGX’s confidentiality properties, in this work we
extend CacheOut to also breach SGX enclaves’ integrity.
Specifically, we target the SGX sealing mechanism [5], which
provides long-term storage of data, by securely generating
an encryption key used to seal data by encrypting it before
forwarding it to the operating system for long-term storage.
We use CacheOut to extract the sealing key from a victim
enclave. The main challenge is that the SGX SDK implementation of the sealing API [40] wipes out the sealing key
immediately after using it, leaving a short window in which
the key can be retrieved. After recovering the sealing key, we
use it to unseal and read the sealed information, then modify
and reseal it. As SGX provides no integrity mechanism to
detect such a change, the victim enclave now operates on data
corrupted by the attacker.
Breaking Remote Attestation Next, we turn our attention to
SGX’s remote attestation protocol, which allows an enclave to
prove to a remote party that it has been initialized correctly and
is executing on a genuine (presumably secure) Intel processor.
To attack attestation, we first use our attack on SGX’s sealing
mechanism and retrieve the sealing key of the SGX Quoting
Enclave. Notably, unlike previous works [79, 86, 90] which
build and sign their own quoting enclave, we attack a genuine,
Intel-signed, production enclave, which employs all of Intel’s
countermeasures for transient-execution attacks, including the
recent hardening for the LVI attack [86].
We then use the retrieved sealing key to unseal the persistent
storage of the Quoting Enclave, which contains the private
attestation key. We note that this attestation key is the only
differentiating factor between a fully secure SGX enclave
running on genuine Intel hardware and a malicious SGX
simulator offering no security guarantees. Thus, we can build
a malicious SGX simulator that passes Intel’s entire remote
attestation process. Performing remote attestation with the
provider’s server is usually the first task of any enclave
running on the user’s machine, resulting in a secure connection between the user’s enclave and provider’s servers. With
the machine’s production attestation keys compromised, any
secrets provided by server are immediately readable by the
client’s untrusted host application, while all outputs allegedly
produced by enclaves running on the client cannot be trusted
for correctness. This effectively renders SGX-based DRM
applications [35] useless, as any provisioned secret can be
trivially recovered. Finally, our ability to read enclave contest
and fully pass remote attestation also erodes trust in SGX-

based secure remote computation protocols such as [1, 2, 7,
8, 11, 18, 22, 24, 27, 38, 39, 76, 78, 80, 98] as users cannot
trust that their data will be properly protected by a genuine
SGX enclave.
Exploiting SGX’s Privacy Guarantees. Finally, we note
that Intel’s Extended Privacy ID (EPID) [52] severely compounds the consequences of compromised attestation keys.
More specifically, when running in anonymous mode, EPID
signatures are unlinkable, meaning that an attestation output
cannot be linked to identity of the machine producing it [52].
This means that obtaining even a single EPID private key
allows us to forge signatures for the entire EPID group,
which contains millions of SGX-capable Intel CPUs. Thus,
the leak of even a single key from a single compromised
machine jeopardizes the trustworthiness of large parts of the
SGX ecosystem. Luckily however, the unlinkable attestation
mode is not recommended by default [52], allowing remote
stakeholders to recognize our attestation quotes as coming
from a different platform.
Undermining SGX-Based Protocols. To demonstrate the
concrete implications of our breach of SGX, we conduct case
studies examining how actual protocols, in both academic
software and commercial products, may fail in practice when
they rely upon SGX. We explore the Signal App [3] and Town
Crier [98], which was acquired by ChainLink, a cryptocurrency with a $1.5B market cap. We explore nuanced effects
that breaching the integrity and confidentiality of SGX has
on reliant protocols. This discussion is vital for securing the
future of SGX-reliant protocols and designing such protocols
to be resilient even when the underlying TEE is compromised.
Summary of Contributions.
In this paper we make the
following contributions:
• We use CacheOut to obtain the sealing key of enclaves,
including architectural enclaves compiled and signed by
Intel (Section III).
• We show how to use the sealing key of the Intel’s Quoting
enclave in order to retrieve the machine’s attestation key
(Section III-C).
• We show how to use the retrieved attestation key to forge
SGX attestation quotes (Section IV).
• Finally, we discuss the implications of a broken attestation
mechanism on Signal and on Town Crier (Section V).
B. Current Status and Disclosure
As part of the disclosure of CacheOut [90], we notified
Intel of our findings in October 2019. While initial results
about CacheOut’s application to SGX were made public on a
mutually agreed upon date of January 27th, 2020, Intel did not
publish countermeasures mitigating CacheOut or the attacks
described in this paper. Finally, Intel indicated that microcode
updates mitigating the SGX leakage described in this paper
will be published on June 9th, 2020.
C. Threat Model
Following the SGX threat model, we assume a compromised
operating system where the attacker can install kernel modules
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or otherwise execute code with supervisor (ring-0) privileges.
We assume that the hardware and software has been fully
updated with Intel’s latest microcode, and that the victim
enclave contains no software bugs or vulnerabilities. Finally,
we assume that the hardware is capable of supporting transaction memory (TSX). While this feature has been disabled by
operating systems on all Intel machines released after 2018Q4, we used elevated privileges in order to re-enable TSX
RTM. We note that this does not violate the SGX threat model,
as the OS is untrusted, while Intel’s latest microcode update
forcibly aborts TSX transactions during SGX operations [44].

authenticated, can be safely passed to the operating system
for long-term storage, for example, on the computer’s disk.
SGX provides two types of sealing mechanisms, which we
now describe (See [5, 49] for additional details).
Sealing Using the Enclave’s Identity.
As described in
Section II-A, each enclave has a unique field, called MRENCLAVE, which is a cryptographic hash of the contents used
to initialize the enclave code as well as some additional properties. Using the values of the Root Seal Key, MRENCLAVE,
and the CPU Security Version Number (SVN) an enclave can
use the EGETKEY instruction to derive a unique sealing key for
sealing data before passing it to the operating system for long
term storage. Note that as a consequence of this approach, for
the same Root Sealing Key (i.e., on the same CPU), different
software versions of the same enclave have different sealing
keys. This prohibits both data migration between different
versions of enclaves as well as using these sealed keys for
intra-enclave communication.
Sealing Using the Developer’s Identity.
An alternative
option to the one discussed above is to generate the sealing
key using the Root Seal Key, the SVN, and MRSIGNER
(instead of MRENCLAVE). As explained in Section II-A,
MRSIGNER is a cryptographic hash of the public RSA key
of the enclave developer and there remains the same for all
enclaves developed by the same vendor. Thus, data sealed
in this way is accessible by different versions of the same
enclave, as well as by different enclaves belonging to the same
vendor.

II. BACKGROUND
We now present background information on Intel’s Software
Guard Extensions and on microarchitectural attacks.
A. Intel Software Guard Extensions
Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [5, 65] is an extension of the x86 64 instruction set, supporting secure execution
of code in untrusted environments. SGX creates secure execution environments, called enclaves, which protect the code and
data residing inside them from being maliciously inspected or
modified. Additionally, SGX provides an ecosystem for remote
attestation of enclaves’ software and the hardware on which
they run.
The SGX threat model assumes that the only trusted system
components are the processor and Intel-provided and Intelsigned architectural enclaves. After booting, only the processor is trusted. The trust is extended to the architectural
enclaves by hard-coding the public key used to sign them into
the processor. Other than the architectural enclaves, SGX does
not trust any software executing on the processor, including
the operating system, the hypervisor, and the firmware (BIOS).
The processor’s microcode, however, is considered part of the
processor and hence trusted.
For each enclave, SGX keeps an enclave-identity comprised
of the enclave developer’s identifier and a measurement representing the enclave’s initial state. The developer’s identifier,
referred as MRSIGNER in SGX literature, is a cryptographic
hash of the public RSA key the enclave developer used to
sign the enclave’s measurement. The enclave measurement,
representing the enclave’s initial state, is a cryptographic hash
of those parts of the enclave’s contents (code and data) that its
developer chose to include in the measurement. The SDK implementation includes in the measurement all contents added
to the enclave via EADD. Following the SGX nomenclature,
we refer to this measurement as MRENCLAVE.

C. Caching Hierarchy in Modern Processors
Modern processors contain a series of caching components
that all collaborate to bridge the speed gap between the fast
processor core and the slower memory, see Figure 1.
Read Path
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Write Path
New Path

L1-D Cache
KiB)
L1-D Cache
(32 (32
KiB)

Fill Buﬀer (12 entries)

L2 Cache (256 KiB)
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Fig. 1: Caching hierarchy in Intel processors.
When accessing memory, the processor first searches if the
data exists in the L1-Data cache. In case of a cache hit,
when the data is found in the cache, the accessing instruction
receives the data from the cache and proceeds to process it.
Conversely, in case of a cache miss, when the data is not
found in the cache, the processor resumes its search further
down the memory hierarchy until the data is found. When
data is retrieved from lower-level caches, it is often stored in
higher-level caches for possible future use.
Out-of Order Execution and Line Fill Buffers.
To
exploit the inherent concurrency in software, the execution

B. SGX’s Sealing Mechanism
SGX provides enclaves with a mechanism for an encrypted
and authenticated persistent storage. During CPU production, a
randomly generated Root Seal Key, which is not kept in Intel’s
records, is fused in every SGX-enabled CPU. Using this key,
the CPU can derive a sealing key, which can be used to encrypt
and authenticate information from within the enclave’s address
space. Data that is sealed with this key, i.e., encrypted and
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engine of modern processors is out-of-order. That is, rather
than executing instructions in the order that is stipulated by
the program, the processor executes instructions as soon as
the data they process is available. Consequently, multiple
instructions may be in various stages of execution at the
same time. The main use of the line fill buffers (LFBs) is
to avoid locking the cache during cache-miss handling, in
order to allow concurrently-executing instructions to access the
cache. Specifically, when a cache miss occurs, the processor
allocates an entry in the LFB, which processes cache misses
asynchronously. When the data arrives from the lower levels
of the hierarchy, the LFB transfers the retrieved data to the
waiting instruction and copies it into the cache for potential
future use.
Cache Evictions.
The capacity of the L1-Data cache is
typically relatively small (32 KiB in Intel processors). Hence,
when new data is being cached, old data has to be evicted
from the cache. In case the old data has not been modified,
it can just be discarded. However, if the data to be evicted
has been previously modified, the processor needs to percolate
the modifications in lower levels of the cache hierarchy, and
ultimately in the memory.

then uses a microarchitectural covert channel to exfiltrate the
data, thus bypassing the processor’s state reversion.
Meltdown-Type Attacks. While other transient attacks do
exist [9, 36, 51, 54, 55, 56, 61, 62], Meltdown-type attacks [15]
exploit delayed exception handling on Intel processors in order
to bypass hardware-backed security boundaries. Following
their original utilization in Meltdown [58] for reading kernel
data, such attacks have been used to recover the content
of floating-point registers [82, 89] as well as the L1-Data
cache [85, 93]. More recently, a new type of transient execution attacks was discovered, where the attacker is able to leak
information from internal microarchitectural buffers, including
the line fill buffers [79, 87], write combining operations [68],
and store buffers [14]. Dubbed Microarchitectural Data Sampling (MDS) attacks by Intel, these attacks are likened to
“drinking from the firehose”, as the attacker has little control
over what data is observed and from what origin.
Recognizing the danger stemming from uncontrolled data
leaking from various internal microarchitectural data structures, two high level defense strategies have emerged. First,
for older processors, Intel have issues microcode updates that
overwrites the contents of various microarchitectural elements
such as internal buffers or L1-D cache [41, 43]. These were
then adopted by all major operating systems, flushing microarchitectural data structures on security domain changes. In
parallel, Intel has launched new processor architectures, which
attempt to mitigate transient execution issues in hardware.

D. Microarchitectural Attacks
Cache Attacks.
Because the behavior and the state of
microarchitectural components affects the execution speed of
programs, programs sharing the use of components can detect
contention and infer information on the execution of other
programs [28]. A large body of work exploits contention on
space in caches to recover cryptographic keys [13, 29, 30, 50,
59, 66, 73, 74, 96, 99] and other sensitive information [10,
33, 37, 95]. Temporal contention, i.e., exploiting the limited
capacity of the cache to handle concurrent accesses, can also
leak information [97]. Finally, cache contention can be used
to construct covert communication channels that bypass the
system’s protection guarantees [59, 64].
Transient Execution Attacks. Starting form Spectre and
Meltdown [55, 58], there has been a large body of work
on exploiting speculative and out-of-order execution to leak
information (see [15] for a survey). Specifically, in out-oforder execution, the processor aims to predict the future
instruction stream in order to optimize the execution of future
instructions. However, when the processor mispredicts the
instruction stream it may execute instructions that deviate from
the program’s nominal behavior, bypassing the program’s control flow, or permission checks. When the processor discovers
the misprediction, it attempts to revert the incorrect execution by discarding the outcome of misspredicted instructions,
never committing them to the processor’s architectural state.
However, as discovered by Spectre and Meltdown [55, 58],
changes performed by incorrect transient execution do affect
the processor’s microarchitectural state, allowing attackers
to use the CPU’s microarchitecture as a means of storing
information. More specifically, in transient-execution attacks,
the attacker first causes transient execution of instructions that
access data not normally used by the program. The attacker

E. CacheOut and LVI: Ineffective Flushing
While secure at first sight, recent works [86, 90] have
shown that Intel’s contents overwriting strategy does not fully
mitigate transient execution issues.
Load Value Injection (LVI). More specifically, LVI [86]
shows how an attacker can use the still leaky buffers in order
to inject values into the address space of a victim process or
SGX enclave. As the victim now performs transient execution
on incorrect data, it possible to temporary hijack the victim’s
control flow, or expose his secrets. Since LVI is particularly
effective against SGX enclaves, Intel has issued a series of
software mitigations [42], hardening enclave code and data
against injection attacks by restricting speculation.
CacheOut: Leaking Data via Cache Evictions. Next, buffer
overwriting does offer any protection in case the attacker
can somehow move data back after the buffer’s contents
was overwritten. Indeed, utilizing the observation that when
modified data is evicted from the L1-Data cache it can
sometimes end up in the LFB, the CacheOut [90] attack
was able to successfully bypass Intel’s buffer overwriting
countermeasures, again breaching the confidentiality of nearly
all secuirty domains.
Figure 2 is a schematic overview of the two scenarios
considered in CacheOut [90], where an attacker can observe
the victim’s data through the fill buffer (despite Intel’s buffer
overwriting countermeasures). The left shows how an attacker
can sample data that the victim is reading. Here, the the
attacker first ensures that the data the victim is about to read is
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sample it immediately without the intervention of a context
switch. This renders mitigations that rely on flushing these
leaky buffers during context switches ineffective.
Leaking SGX Enclaves via CacheOut. CacheOut further
demonstrates the use of the attack to build a read primitive that
leaks information from SGX enclaves. The read primitive uses
a modified SGX driver that exercises the control the operating
system has on the enclave to provide an interface that swaps
enclave pages out and in. In a nutshell, SGX includes two
instructions, ewb and eldu, which are used to export memory
pages from an enclave, while encrypting their contents, and to
import such encrypted pages back. Swapping a page out and
in leaves the contents of the page in the L1-Data cache, and
because the processor writes the contents into the enclave,
these contents are marked as ‘modified’. Concurrently with
swapping the pages, CacheOut evicts data from the L1-Data
cache, and uses the TSX Asynchronous Abort technique [44]
to leak the evicted data from the LFB. Using this technique,
an attacker can target specific bytes in the page that is being
swapped out and in, and retrieve them.
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Fig. 2: Overview of how the victim’s data can end up in the
LFB allowing an attacker to sample the data from the Fill
Buffers using an attack like TAA. Victim activity, attacker
activity, and microarchitectural effects are shown in green, red,
and yellow respectively. The context switches both illustrate
the OS flushing the MDS buffers before switching to the other
process as well as switching between actual Hyper Threads.
(from CacheOut [90])

III. ATTACKING SGX’ S S EALING M ECHANISM
The CacheOut attack described in Section II-E is capable of breaching SGX’s confidentiality guarantees, effectively
dumping the contents of any SGX enclave available on the
target machine. It cannot, however, breach SGX’s integrity
guarantees as it is unable to modify the contents of the
enclave’s code or data.
In this section, we show an attack against SGX’s sealing
mechanism, which is a mechanism designed to provide enclaves with encrypted and authenticated persistent storage. In
a nutshell, we use CacheOut to recover the sealing keys from
within the address space of Intel’s production quoting enclave.
Finally, we use the recovered sealing keys in order to decrypt
the long term storage of the quoting enclave, obtaining the
machines EPID attestation keys.

no longer in the L1-D cache. The attacker does this by filling
up the L1-D cache with its own data to evict the victim’s data.
Now when the victim executes, the victim tries to read some
data again. However, since the data that the victim wishes to
read is no longer present in the L1-D cache, the CPU now has
to fetch the data from the higher-level caches or the physical
memory. Since cache misses have to be served through the
LFB, the attacker now has an opportunity to sample the data
from the LFB using an attack like TAA [44].
On the right we see how an attacker can sample data from
the victim when writing data. In this case, the victim will
write the data to the L1-D cache, as the CPU will handle
updating the higher-level caches and the physical memory in
the background. This presents an opportunity to the attacker
to leak the data. Similar to the case on the left, the attacker
fills up the L1-D cache to evict the victim’s modified cache
line. This forces the CPU to update the higher-level caches
immediately, as there is no longer space available in the L1-D
cache to host the victim’s data. In order to perform this update,
the data has to pass through the LFB. Now that the attacker
forcefully pushed the victim’s data into the LFB, it can again
use an attack like TAA to sample the data from the LFB.
In both cases the attacker can fully manipulate the microarchitectural state to ensure that reads or writes originates from
the victim will have to pass through the LFB. Moreover, in the
case of writes, an attacker can force the data into the LFB and

A. Extracting SGX Sealing Keys
Key derivation using EGETKEY leaves the sealing key in
the memory of the victim enclave. Thus, in principle, it is
possible to read this key using CacheOut [90]. However,
immediately after using it to encrypt or decrypt the sealed data,
the implementation of SGX’s sealing API erases the sealing
key from memory. Hence, to extract the key we need a method
for launching CacheOut during the data sealing or unsealing
process, before these keys are erased from the memory.
Tracing Quote Enclave Execution.
We use a variant of
the controlled-channel attack [94] to induce an Asynchronous
Enclave Exit (AEX) when the enclave calls our functions of
interest. More specifically, we use mprotect() using the
PROT_NONE flag to unmap the page that contains our function
of interest. When the enclave then tries to execute the function,
it instead results in an AEX and a page fault, returning control
back to the operating system (or, more specifically, to the
attacker-controlled signal handler). However, since pages are
4 KiB in size, they may host multiple functions, meaning that
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Attacking Intel’s Production Quoting Enclave. After our
practice run with our self-compiled quoting, we proceeded to
attack SGX’s official quoting enclave, as compiled and signed
by Intel Unfortunately, the binary supplied by Intel lacks the
debugging symbols from before, and the debugger was not
able to insert breakpoints or dump memory. Therefore, we
first stripped Intel’s quoting enclave from its signature, and
ran it in debugging mode using our own key and dummy
inputs. We then located the functions of interest required to
implement the above unmap-execute-remap strategy, by using
a debugger and comparing the assembly of Intel’s quoting
enclave with our self-compiled version. After determining the
memory address of the required function, we implemented the
above strategy blindly (i.e., without the aid of the debugger)
against the production quoting enclave.

we have to carefully select the order of pages to unmap to
properly stop the quoting enclave at the point while the sealing
keys are still in memory. To achieve that, when control returns
back to our malicious signal handler, we mark the current
page as executable and proceed to unmap the page of the
next function of interest. Finally, we return control flow back
to SGX, in order to resume enclave execution until the next
function of interest.
Using the above describe method, we can trace the execution
of the quoting enclave until a point after the sealing keys have
been stored in memory but before they have been zeroed out.
Once the quoting enclave execution has reached this point, we
never resume its execution, proceeding to the next phase of
our attack.
Leaking Enclave Contents.
Following the method of
Cachout [90], we use a modified SGX Linux driver that
repeatedly swaps the page holding the sealing keys in and
out of the physical memory, using SGX’s ewb and eldu
instructions with a short delay in between. As observed by
[90], this physical memory activity requires SGX pages to be
repeatedly encrypted and decrypted. Therefore, the CPU’s L1D cache will contain a decrypted copy of the page’s contents.
Next, using another Hyper-Thread on the same physical core,
the attacker uses CacheOut’s methodology, and evicts the
cache set whose values he would like to leak from the L1D cache to the CPU’s LFB. Finally, the attacker uses TAA
to recover the values from the CPU’s LFB. Finally, note that
since the victim enclave never resumes execution, no software
mitigation can be used to prevent the information from leaking.
Pinpointing Functions of Interest.
The above description assumes that the attacker knows the precise execution
sequence of functions inside the quoting enclave from the
get_quote() function to the AES decryption operation
used to unseal the EPID keys. To recover this calling sequence,
we first compiled our own version of the quoting enclave
using Intel’s SDK and PSW. We then executed the quoting
enclave in debug mode with dummy inputs, tracking execution
up to the sgx_rijndael128GCM_decrypt() function,
which is used to decrypt the (dummy) EPID blob. The sgx_rijndael128GCM_decrypt() function proceeds by calling l9_aes128_KeyExpansion_NI() to perform AES
key scheduling, expanding the AES sealing key into individual
AES round keys. Next, in order to stop enclave execution
immediately after the key scheduling, we leverage the fact that
the recently-introduced LVI countermeasures [42] mean that
enclaved functions no longer return using the ret instruction
directly, but instead call __x86_return_thunk() to return from a function. Thus, by unmapping the page containing
__x86_return_thunk() just after the execution of of
l9_aes128_KeyExpansion_NI(), we can run the quoting enclave until the end of the AES key expansion process,
and stop its execution immediately after it, while the round
keys are still present in the enclave’s memory. Experimentally
verifying this, we were able to recover some round keys from
this self-compiled and signed quoting enclave, verifying the
ground truth using a debugger.

B. Empirical Evaluation
Experimental Setup.
The experiments performed in this
section were conducted using an Intel Core i9-9900K (Coffee
Lake Refresh) CPU, running Linux Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS with
a 5.3.0-53 generic kernel and microcode update 0xcc (the
latest one released by Intel at the time of writing). We have
used Intel’s SGX SDK version 2.9.100.2 and version 2.9.100.1
of the Intel Quoting Enclave, which is the latest at the time
or writing and includes software hardening against the recent
LVI transient execution attack [86].
As the Coffee Lake Refresh architecture has hardware
mitigations against Meltdown, Foreshadow/L1TF, and MDS,
Hyper-Threading is considered safe and is therefore left enabled. We have also re-enabled TSX support (which is off by
default on these machines). However, since SGX operations
force TSX aborts [44], this configuration is also considered
safe by Intel for running SGX enclaves. Since the integrated
Intel GPU is considered to be insecure [47], we installed
a dedicated GPU, disabled the integrated GPU and enabled
PlunderVolt mitigations [69]. Finally, we have verified that the
system was indeed in a safe configuration using Intel’s remote
attestation example* , which outputted Enclave TRUSTED
from Intel’s Attestation Server (IAS). This implies that Intel
considers our configuration as trustworthy and secure for SGX
operations.
Key Extraction. We ran the production quoting enclave five
times, each time using the above-described strategy to stop
its execution precisely after the generation of the AES round
keys corresponding to the EPID sealing key. Next, using our
technique to leak enclave contents, we have attempted to read
the memory locations corresponding to the AES round keys.
Out of the 176 bytes corresponding to round keys, we found
that on average 148.6 bytes (or about 84%) were correctly
recovered across our five attempts.† However, as we do not
know which key bytes are wrong, we resort to algorithmic
methods for recovering AES keys from noisy information
which we now describe.
* https://github.com/intel/sgx-ra-sample
† These statistics were later computed once

was successfully recovered.
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the corresponding sealing key

Round Key N

from our traces and are able to observe multiple complete AES
round keys.
Finally, we note that it is possible to compute all of the
AES round keys, and the original encryption key, any given
AES round key. Thus, using the above-described technique, we
were able to recover the sealing key for Intel’s quoting enclave
from the data obtained in Section III-B within seconds using
a regular laptop computer.
Unsealing the Machine’s EPID Attestation Key. Having
successfully recovered the AES sealing key of the machine’s
quoting enclave, we proceeded to unseal the EPID key blob.
Upon decrypting the blob and verifying the corresponding
authentication tag, we were able to obtain the machine’s
private EPID keys used for SGX attestation in both linkable
and unlinkable modes.

Core

Round Key N+1

Fig. 3: In the 128-bit AES key schedule, four bytes from a
round key are determined by five bytes of the previous round
key.

C. EPID Key Recovery
Before describing our method for recovering the AES
sealing key from the noisy AES round keys we extracted in
Section III-A, we present an overview of AES’s key scheduling
algorithms.
AES Key Scheduling. As 128-bit AES uses 10 encryption
rounds, the key scheduling algorithm generates 10 round keys
where each round key is four 32-bit words. Each round key
is computed either by XOR’ing a word from the previous
round key (or the initial key) with the previous word in the
current round key; or by performing the key schedule core
which rotates the bytes in a word and then maps each byte
to a new valuea and XOR’ing the result together with another
word from the previous round key. See Figure 3 for an outline
of how to generate round key n + 1 from round key n.
Next, consider the derivation of round key n+1 from round
key n. To compute each byte in round key n + 1, we only
need two bytes, one from the previous 32-bit word and one
from round key n (Figure 3). Thus, as initially observed by
Halderman et al. [34], it is possible to detect an correct errors
in the AES round keys, by ensuring that each byte is consistent
with the values of the two bytes used to compute it.
Recovering the Sealing Key. To recover the AES sealing of
SGX’s quoting enclave from the data obtained in Section III-A,
we used a technique similar to [34]. More specifically, the
information we collected using our attack contains multiple
candidates for each byte offset. Next, inspecting the layout of
the binary of the SGX quoting enclave compiled and signed
by Intel, we are able to deduce the exact mapping between
addresses and round keys.
Observing the data collected across the five attestation runs
performed in Section III-B, for each round key 1 ≤ n ≤
10 and for each byte, we assume that the top-1 candidate is
indeed the correct value for the byte, and proceed to compute
a candidate for the next round key (n + 1) as illustrated in
Figure 3. Once we have computed the candidate round key n+
1, we can check every byte of the candidate for the n+1 round
against the observed leakage data. Furthermore, since the AES
key schedule is a reversible operation, given any two out of
three bytes, that is two for the input and one for the output,
we can compute what the third byte should be and check if
the result is among the candidates. We use this technique to
filter out the candidates that are part of an AES key schedule

IV. ATTACKING SGX ATTESTATION
One of most compelling integrity properties that SGX provides is the ability of an enclave to attest to a remote verifying
party that it is running on genuine Intel hardware and not on an
SGX simulator. This attestation process proves to the remote
party that the enclave leverages the data confidentiality and
execution integrity properties provided by SGX and, therefore,
the remote party can transfer secret data to the enclave while
being assured that the enclave will not intentionally leak the
secret data. Finally, attestation also allows the remote party to
trust that the enclave’s outputs are the result of a trustworthy
correct execution, as opposed to being crafted via a malicious
simulator.
Having recovered the machine’s EPID attestation keys in
Section III, in this section we show how to construct a
malicious simulator which passes attestation as if it was an
SGX enclave running on a genuine Intel processor, while
executing the enclave code outside of an actual enclave, in
an arbitrary (and possibly incorrect or leaky) ways. Finally, as
the private attestation keys are all that distinguish genuine Intel
hardware from potentially malicious simulators, the remote
verifying party has no way of distinguishing between the two
and thus cannot trust the computation’s output to be correct.
Before describing our attack, we now provide some background about SGX’s provisioning, quoting, and attestation
processes.
A. SGX Remote Attestation
The remote attestation process allows a remote verifying
party to verify that a specific software is correctly initialized
and executes within an enclave, on a genuine Intel CPU. At
a high level, this is performed as follows (see [52] for an
extended discussion).
In addition to the Root Sealing Key (Section II-B), every
SGX-enabled CPU is also shipped with a randomly-generated
Root Provisioning Key (Step 1, Figure 4). However, unlike
the Root Sealing key, Intel does retain a copy of the Root
Provisioning Key, as it acts as a shared secret between Intel
and every individual CPU. Next, Intel provides two special
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Consequently, any Intel-signed enclave can unseal the CPU’s
private EPID key by regenerating the sealing key used to seal
it. While this design feature is indeed useful, as it allows the
Quoting Enclave (also signed by Intel) to unseal the private
EPID key, it is also dangerous as the OS actually has an
encrypted copy of the CPU’s private EPID keys.
Local Attestation. When an enclave wants to prove to a
remote verifier that it is running on genuine Intel hardware
with a specific security version, it first needs to prove its
identity to the Quoting Enclave, which is another special
enclave provided and signed by Intel, via a process referred to
by Intel as local attestation [5, 49]. At a high level, this is done
by having the proving enclave use the ereport instruction,
which prepares a report containing the MRENCLAVE and
MRSIGNER values of the proving enclave. The report is also
signed using a key that is only accessible to the Quoting
Enclave. The proving enclave then passes the report to the
Quoting Enclave, which proceeds with the remote attestation
process (Step 4, Figure 4).
Remote Attestation.
Upon receiving the report from the
proving enclave, the Quoting Enclave performs the remote
attestation process which we now describe. Indeed, after
verifying that the report was correctly signed by the ereport
instruction, the Quoting Enclave proceeds with unsealing the
EPID private key that was originally sealed by the Provisioning
Enclave. Recall that the EPID private key was sealed using a
sealing key derived from the CPU’s SVN version, Root Sealing
Key, and the MRSIGNER value of the Provisioning Enclave.
As both the Quoting Enclave and the Provisioning Enclave
are signed by Intel (and thus have the same MRSIGNER
value), the Quoting Enclave can regenerate this sealing key
and subsequently unseal the private EPID key. Next, using
the unsealed private EPID signing key, the Quoting Enclave
executes the Sign phase of the EPID protocol and signs the
report given to it by the proving enclave, creating an attestation
quote. Finally, the Quoting Enclave returns the quote to the
proving enclave, which in turn forwards it to the remote
verifying party (Step 5, Figure 4).
Attestation Verification. After the proving enclave sends
the signed quote to the remote verifying party, the remote
party interacts with Intel’s Attestation Server (IAS [48]) and
provides it with the quote it obtained from the Quoting Enclave
(Step 6, Figure 4). Next, IAS performs the Verify phase of the
EPID protocol while ensuring that the signer’s private EPID
key has not been revoked by Intel. Intel’s server completes
the attestation by sending its response (OK, SIGNATURE_INVALID, etc.) to the remote party. The server’s response
also contains the quote itself and is signed with Intel’s signing
key, generating a signed attestation transcript which can later
be verified by any party that trusts Intel’s public key.
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Fig. 4: SGX’s Attestation Process.

enclaves, called the Quoting Enclave and the Provisioning
Enclave which are used in the attestation process.
Attestation Key Provisioning. The initialization phase of the
SGX attestation protocol consists of the Provisioning Enclave
contacting Intel’s provisioning server, transmitting the CPU’s
provisioning ID, and claimed Security Version Number (SVN).
As the provisioning ID uniquely identifies a specific CPU, it is
only accessible to the Intel-signed Provisioning Enclave and is
sent encrypted to the provisioning server under Intel’s public
key. After recovering the root provisioning key, corresponding
to the CPU’s provisioning ID, the provisioning server and
Provisioning Enclave proceed to execute the Join phase of
Intel’s Enhanced Privacy ID (EPID) protocol [12], using the
root provisioning key as a shared secret (Step 2, Figure 4).
At a high level, Intel’s EPID protocol is a type of group
signature that allows a CPU to sign messages (using its private
signing keys) without uniquely disclosing its identity. When
executed in unlinkable mode, all that an external observer
(e.g., Intel) can do is to verify the signature (thereby becoming
convinced that it was signed by a genuine Intel CPU belonging
to the group), without being able to link it to any specific Intel
CPU or to other signatures it previously signed. See [12] for
additional discussion.
Sealing the EPID Key. The Join phase of the EPID protocol
results in the Provisioning Enclave obtaining a private EPID
signing key, which is not known to Intel. The Provisioning
Enclave then generates a sealing key for sealing the EPID
signing key, using the CPU’s Root Sealing key, its SVN and
the MRSIGNER value of the Provisioning Enclave. It then
seals the private EPID key using this sealing key and outputs
it to the OS for long term storage (Step 3, Figure 4). Notice
that as the Provisioning Enclave is provided and signed by
Intel, its MRSIGNER value is a hash of Intel’s public key.

B. Breaking SGX Attestation
In this section, we describe our attack on SGX’s attestation
protocol. As explained above, the Quoting Enclave, which can
access the EPID signing keys, will not sign a local attestation
report without first verifying it. Moreover, as mentioned in
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Section IV-A above, the operating system actually has a copy
of the EPID private keys, which are sealed by a key derived
from the CPU’s Root Sealing Key. Our attack thus proceeds
as follows.
Step 1: Recovering the Sealing Keys.
Using the attack
described in Section III on the Quoting Enclave, our attack
recovers the sealing keys used for sealing the EPID signing
keys.
Step 2: Unsealing the EPID Signing Keys. With the above
sealing keys, our attack proceeds to unseal the private EPID
keys, originally sealed by the Provisioning Enclave.
Step 3: A Malicious Quoting Enclave. Using the source
code of Intel’s quoting enclave [40], we have constructed
a malicious quoting enclave that signs any local attestation
report with the EPID keys, obtained in Step 2 above, without
first verifying it.
Step 4: Breaking Attestation. Consider a malicious software
that would like to masquerade as a specific enclave and prove
its “authenticity” and SGX security properties via remote
attestation. Given an enclave to masquerade, the malicious
software first generates a false local attestation report with the
values of MRENCLAVE and MRSIGNER corresponding to
the enclave it wants to masquerade, as well as other metadata
required for generating the local attestation report. It then
sends this report to our malicious quoting enclave.
We notice here that the malicious software is unable to
sign the local attestation report, as it doesn’t have access
to the appropriate signing key. However, as our malicious
quoting enclave does not verify the report, the report does
not have to be signed. Next, using the unsealed EPID keys,
our malicious quoting enclave generates an attestation quote
by signing the local (false) attestation report, which is then
sent to the remote party. Finally, the remote verifying party
attempts to verify the malicious quote using Intel’s Attestation
Server (IAS). As the quote was indeed correctly signed by
the malicious quoting enclave using genuine and non-revoked
EPID keys, Intel’s attestation server will accept the malicious
quote and generate a signed transcript of the response. The
transcript falsely convinces the remote party that the enclave is
running on a genuine Intel CPU, which is designed to provide
confidentiality and integrity, while it is actually running under
the attacker’s control, outside of SGX, and thus does not offer
any security guarantees.

confirmed the correctness by using Intel’s example of how
to perform Remote Attestation using SGX and running it with
our malicious quoting enclave. Finally, we performed the same
test using our malicious quoting enclave on a Whiskey Lake
machine that was not able to pass remote attestation due to
an issue with its integrated GPU [47], which now appears to
be trusted by Intel as it claims to be the Coffee Lake Refresh
machine from Section III.
Signing Fake Attestation Quotes.
Demonstrating our
ability to sign arbitrary attestation quotes, we created a local
attestation report setting the MRENCLAVE field, “representing” the SHA-256 of the enclave’s initial state, to be the
string “This enclave should not be trusted”, the MRSIGNER,
“representing” the SHA-256 of the public key of the enclave
writer, to be “SGAxe: How SGX Fails in Practice”, and the
report’s debug flag to 0, thereby indicating that the enclave
is a production enclave. We have also populated the report’s
body (commonly used for establishing a Diffie-Hellman key
exchange with the enclave corresponding to the report) to be
“Mary had a little lamb, Little lamb, little lamb, Mary had
a....”. Finally, we signed the report using our malicious quoting
enclave using our extracted EPID keys, thereby producing an
attestation quote.
Quote Verification.
To verify the validity of our quote,
we contacted Intel’s Attestation Server (IAS) and provided
it with the above generated quote. As explained in [12, 52],
the attestation server will only approve the quote if it can
verify that the quote’s EPID signature is correct. Since we
have correctly extracted a non-revoked EPID private signing
key, using version 3 of the attestation API [48], the attestation server deemed our quote as correct and replied with
“isvEnclaveQuoteStatus: OK”. The IAS also signed
its response with Intel’s private key and accompanied it
with the appropriate certificate chain leading to Intel’s CA
certificate.
Attestation Protocol Versions. While Intel’s official remote
attestation example uses version 3‡ , the documentation of the
IAS API [48] does mention a recently introduced support
of version 4. At a high level, the difference between the
two versions revolves around the use of LVI [86] software
hardening countermeasures [42]. As Intel has no way of
remotely verifying if such hardening was perform or not, on
machines vulnerable to LVI (nearly all currently available Intel
machines), version 4 of the attestation protocol outputs SW HARDENING NEEDED which indicates that our malicious
quoting enclave’s “has been verified correctly but due to certain issues affecting the platform, additional SW Hardening in
the attesting SGX enclaves may be needed” [48, Page 22]. Intel
further instructs “the relying party should evaluate...whether
the attesting enclave employs adequate software hardening
to mitigate the risk”. This indicates that Intel asks enclave
providers to trust their own enclaves only if they have performed LVI mitigations [42], without being able to remotely
verify so. Using version 3 of the attestation however, removes

C. Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we empirically demonstrate the feasibility
of our attack on SGX’s attestation mechanism.
Extracting EPID Keys.
As mentioned in Section III-C,
we have successfully extracted the EPID sealing keys from a
genuine SGX quoting enclave and subsequently unsealed the
machine’s private EPID keys. After unsealing the machine’s
private EPID key, we modify our malicious quoting enclave
to directly provide the decrypted EPID blob as well as the
additional MAC text. We confirmed that our malicious quoting
enclave functions correctly by first testing the get_quote()
call to see if we can successfully sign our reports. Next, we

‡ https://github.com/intel/sgx-ra-sample
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this message, results on an “isvEnclaveQuoteStatus:
OK” status, meaning that the enclave is fully trusted. In a
deployment scenario, we expect most SGX enclaves to be
hardened against LVI attacks, having their vendors either use
version 3 of the attestation protocol, or treat the SW HARDENING NEEDED message of version 4 as OK (as already
done by Signal§ ).

potentially complicated, however, by the anonymity provided
by Intel’s EPID signature scheme.
Intel’s EPID signature scheme can be run with either a
fully anonymous attestation policy, or a pseudonymous policy.
In the former, EPID signatures are completely unlinkable,
meaning that an attestation cannot be linked to the identity
of the machine that produced it. This means that the attacker
can leverage the attestation key obtained by compromising
just a single SGX machine to forge an arbitrary number of
attestations for Town Crier enclaves, all compromised by the
attacker, but seemingly running on different machines.
This makes it difficult to rely on replication for security
against SGX compromise; relying contracts and clients would
need to be especially judicious about which SGX enclaves to
trust, which defeats the purpose of using SGX to remove trust
from the data oracle operator. As an example, an adversary
who has compromised a single SGX instance can create a
seemingly benign Town Crier contract that takes a majority
vote from numerous seemingly separate SGX machines. Since
the attacker can forge signatures for each “separate” SGX
machine, the adversary has complete control over the data that
the contract receives and distributes.

V. S UBVERTING SGX-BASED P ROTOCOLS
We will now proceed to explore the implications of compromising one of SGX’s attestation keys, as demonstrated in
Section IV. A number of recent works, both academic [7, 8,
11, 18, 24, 27, 38, 78, 78, 98] and otherwise [1, 2, 4, 22, 25,
39, 60, 63, 80], have begun to incorporate SGX into the design
of their systems. If this is not done with careful consideration
of what guarantees SGX actually provides, however, reliance
upon SGX actually weakens the system. The three following
case studies serve to highlight how misplaced trust in SGX
can subvert the security of an entire system.
A. Subverting Town Crier
A long standing problem facing the adoption of smart
contracts [83] is the difficulty of bridging the gap between
contracts operating on the blockchain and real world data.
Town Crier [98], which was recently acquired by ChainLink,
a cryptocurrency with over $1.5 billion in market capital,
aims to address this within the Ethereum blockchain by
providing authenticated data oracles. By combining an onchain smart contract frontend with an SGX enabled, off-chain
backend, Town crier can reliably fetch data from HTTPS
enabled websites onto the chain. By using SGX as a blackbox,
and assuming that its security guarantees hold, Town Crier
leverages SGX to guarantee the correctness of the data that is
fetched onto the chain. Assuring that the data is correct and
protected from tampering is critically important, as financial
derivatives may potentially rely upon said data, thereby giving
malicious entities a strong financial incentive to modify the
data in their favor.
Data Flow. The Town Crier data flow is as follows: reliant
contracts request data from these oracles by sending messages
to the oracle’s smart contract front-end. The back-end runs
within an enclave, and fetches the requested data. The data is
then delivered to the chain by sending a message from a wallet
whose private ECDSA key is known only by the enclave;
clients must verify the SGX attestation of the enclave’s code
and the public key of its associated wallet. Assuming the
correctness of SGX, this guarantees that messages delivered
from the corresponding wallet originated from the enclave,
whose code has been attested to.
Restricting SGX Compromise. While the implication of
breaching the integrity of the SGX enclave is straightforward (the compromised enclave can report incorrect arbitrary
answers to queries), Town Crier aims to hedge against the
compromise of a single SGX instance via replication. This is
§ https://github.com/signalapp/sgx

B. Subverting Signal’s Private Contact Discovery
The Signal messenger app is a popular platform for sending
end-to-end encrypted messages between smart phone contacts.
To facilitate this, Signal plans to use SGX for Private Contact
Discovery [63] (discussed in this section) as well as for Secure
Value Recovery [4, 60] (discussed in Section V-C).
Building a Social Graph. Signal builds its social graph by
piggybacking upon the network composed of users’ contacts
that they already store on their phones. This means that when
a user joins Signal, she needs to discover which of her contacts
are also on Signal before she can begin to contact them.
Naively, this can be accomplished by having users submit
hashes of their contacts to the Signal server, with the server
responding by indicating which contacts are registered with
them.
This process, however, can potentially expose a user’s
contacts to the Signal server, as a dictionary attack against
the hashed passwords is computationally feasible, given the
small number of possible pre-images. This can be undesirable
if users do not trust the server, either because the operator’s
themselves are untrustworthy, or if the user is concerned that
the server’s database can be compromised by a malicious
third party (e.g. through a successful hacking attempt or a
subpoena).
SGX for Contact Discovery. To address this, Signal has
proposed moving this contact discovery service to within an
SGX enclave [63]. Users would send their contacts to the
enclave, which would then match them against the set of
registered users and return the intersection. To assure the
confidentiality of the users’ contact list, users would first need
to verify via remote attestation that the enclave is executing
the correct code. To ensure that the server learns nothing about

common/pull/1#issue-395160348
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c2 and the corresponding authentication tokens, and also lie
arbitrarily to clients requesting c2 .

the clients’ contact books, Signal also designed their contact
discovery service to use an oblivious hash-table construction
to protect against cache side-channel attacks on the enclave.
Leaking Contacts. By completely breaching SGX in the
manner described in Section IV, a malicious Signal server
would be able to create an enclave that exposes all of the data
it receives, while at the same time proving to clients via remote
attestation that the enclave is performing the benign, published
operations of private contact discovery. This would enable
them be able to read out the users’ hashed identifiers and
perform a dictionary attack to learn the contents of the users’
address book, thereby nullifying the purpose of incorporating
SGX into private contact discovery.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we presented SGAxe, a transient execution
attack that is able to recover SGX attestation keys from a fully
updated Intel machine which is trusted by Intel’s attestation
server. With access to this key, we demonstrate that we
can sign arbitrary attestation quotes, which are subsequently
considered genuine by Intel’s attestation servers. Thus, SGAxe
effectively breaks the most appealing feature of SGX, which is
the ability on an enclave to prove its trustworthiness over the
network. Finally, our work exposes the fragility of the SGX
ecosystem, where a single vulnerability can result in cascading
compromises that erode the security and trust properties of
SGX.

C. Subverting Signal’s Secure Value Recovery
Signal has also developed a technology called Secure Value
Recovery, which is designed to help facilitate secure and
private cloud storage [4, 60]. Briefly, they propose a system
that allows users to encrypt and decrypt their data on the cloud
with their password, while at the same time protecting against
offline brute force attacks on the password.
This is accomplished by combining a value expanded from a
user’s password (called c1 ) and a random 256 bit value (called
c2 ) to derive the data encryption key. The entropy provided by
c2 prevents an attacker from bruteforcing the encryption key,
and it is stored within an SGX enclave on the server. In the
event that the user loses their encryption key (e.g. loses their
phone or latop), the user needs to re-compute c1 and c2 to
derive the encryption key. The user can present their expanded
password to query the enclave for c2 , and can recover c1 by
simply re-expanding her password.
Preventing Brutce Force Attacks. In order to realize the
benefit of using c2 to prevent offline brute force attempts, the
SGX enclave must effectively limit the number of times one
can query for c2 . Signal accomplishes this by designing an
enclave that stores the number of remaining c2 queries in a
Raft [72] distributed log, where the other nodes are also SGX
enclaves thay verify each other through remote attestation.
This enables the log to live entirely in SGX memory; storing
the log on disk is not an option because an attacker can “roll
back” the state of the log by simply plugging in an identical
hardrive after all attempts have been exhausted.
Leaking c2 . By breaching the confidentiality of the enclave,
an attacker can extract c2 and gain an unlimited number of
attempts to brute force users’ passwords. The more interesting
implication, however, is that if an attacker can compromise any
single node used in the Raft consensus protocol, then she can
perform the attack from Section IV to gain complete control
of that node, and the other nodes will trust that the malicious
node is behaving properly due to remote attestation. As noted
by Copeland and Zhong [19], Raft’s guarantees on consensus
dissolve completely in the presence of even a single Byzantine
node. The malicious node can trivially become the Raft leader
[19]; because the Raft leader is the sole point of contact with
the client, the malicious leader can modify the table containing
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